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Puzzle Supra Drift &amp; Stunt 3 Cars TrollFace Quest : Horror 3 3 Puzzle Hop Ballz 3D 3 Skill Papa Cherry Saga 3 Puzzle Tennis Masters 3 Sport Cellcraft.io 2 IO Cube Surfer 3 Skill Supra Drift 3D Racing Vex3-flash Vex 2 is one of the latest adventure games here on our website and we are very excited, that we have a chance to bring it to you because
we know that most of you really appreciated vex 1 and this is a very interesting game so donâ€™t see how you can't like Vex 2 as well, so we're going to tell you all the instructions so you can know exactly what you need to do. It is important to mention that this game is from the category of yepi games, and we know that you like these yepi games. In
addition, in the spotlight as the main character we will have some human sticks, a little but very brave man who needs your help in this very strange world of Vex. If you try the game, you will see that there are some rules that you need to follow, such as watching spikes on the side of the walls or the fact that there are certain platforms that move. You have to
help the little one move around in this strange world and watch out for all the dangerous ones we encounter. Good luck! RELATED CATEGORIES Action games Yepi Adventure Games Use arrow keys and spaces. Hey! Want to keep track of brand new games or updates for the games you like to play? In Vex it is better to catch your breath, because you will
have to face many different challenges! Run, jump, roll and slide! Full of deadly obstacles, do you have what it takes to complete Levels in this dynamic action-packed game? Action? Your answer is yes, what are you waiting for? Click on this start button and start your journey through the dangerous world of this game! Your reflexes are your best friend in this
game. Getting caught in traps means immediate death, so it's better to observe your step. The goal of this game is to complete each level called nudes by reaching the portal at the end. It sounds like an easy job, but expect challenges! To get started, click the play button on the main menu. You will be moved to the level selection area. There are many levels
to complete in this game, but in the beginning, only the first act is available. The rest can be unlocked by completing open levels one by one. Use the arrow keys to move your character. In each level you will encounter different traps. Dodge them as best as possible to activate the next checkpoint, and reach the portal eventually, eventually. When you die,
you will revive yourself at the last checkpoint you activated. Have fun! Not tired of this game? So why don't you try the 4-part Vex 4 series? Enjoy! FeaturesColorful 2D graphicsIntuitive controlsA stage builder to create your own custom levelsAddictive, entertaining, and challenging gameplayControlsYou can use the arrow keys to control your character. Vex 2
is an exciting platform game that tests your skills and reactions. In this game you have to jump, climb and slide using the keyboard in this funky platformer with a simple but stylishly effective look. If you're looking for an easy-to-play browser-based platform, the highly addictive Vex 2 is the perfect choice! This fast-jumping thriller is reminiscent of pioneering
games like Sonic and Super Mario. By controlling your stick character, you will use a series of jumps, slides and techniques to go through each level and navigate through the various obstacles presented. This game expands on the basic formula of jumping obstacles and introduces fun techniques such as jumping on the wall, moving and hanging on the wall.
Time is everything and you should use a combination of quick fingers along with perfectly timed jumps and maneuvers to navigate obstacles. But the fun doesn't stop there; At different points throughout the level, you can activate various switches that affect the gaming environment, such as the anti-gaming switch that makes jumping higher! Finally, if you
have a creative side, Vex 2 has a level builder that lets you complete your own devilish creations. Vex 2 really is a fantastic game and a quick 5-minute blast can easily turn into a 2-hour marathon! UPDATE: Vex 3 is here! Features multiple levels each with different gameplay and obstacle mid-level checkpoints to stop playing each level from scratch Simple
controls for smooth gameplay This game is a flash based web browser game available in every popular which has a flash plug-in installed, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome. Developer Developer by browser game developer Amazing Adam, who also has a Vex prequel and the latest installment, Vex 3. Release date June 2013 2013
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